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The WIPO Treaties on Copyright - Jörg Reinbothe 2015-03-12
This work is the leading guide to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT), the
WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), and the Beijing
Treaty on Audiovisual Performances and includes a chapter on the
Marrakesh Treaty of 2013. More than ten years have passed since the
entry into force of the WCT and the WPPT. This revised commentary on
the treaties reflects on the impact of their implementation and illustrates
how they have come to be applied in different ways in particular through
national legislation. It gives a detailed analysis of the development and
meaning of all articles of these treaties and integrates current debates
on copyright and neighbouring rights protection in the digital age.
Written by two leading experts in copyright law, both closely involved in
the evolution of the treaties and their implementation into national and
EU law, this work is the definitive guide to the recently adopted
international copyright treaties.
Patent and Trade Disparities in Developing Countries - Srividhya
Ragavan 2012-09-06
Similarly, almost all of these regimes provide generalized solutions that
developing countries tend to denounce as ill-fitting.
The TRIPS Regime of Antitrust and Undisclosed Information Nuno Pires de Carvalho 2008-01-09
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

In this brilliantly conceived and authoritative work the eminent
intellectual property specialist Nuno Pires de Carvalho focuses on the
mechanisms, obligations, and opportunities of trade secret protection
under the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS). With the powerful knowledge base derived from his long
experience both at the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), he illuminates the crucial
relationship of antitrust and industrial property, clearly demonstrating in
contrast to much received wisdom the intrinsic pro-competitive nature of
intellectual property and of industrial property in particular. Using an
extraordinary wealth of practical detail, and offering hundreds of pointed
hypothetical and actual examples, Pires de Carvalho dispels the
murkiness around such essential concepts and provisions as the
following: the inevitable interdependence of industrial property and
antitrust law; abuses of patent rights and the vexed issue of patents and
monopolies; the legal implications of international exhaustion under
Article 6; the meaning of balance of rights and obligations under Article
7; divestiture and the fruits doctrine under Article 32; international
cooperation in identifying antitrust violations in licensing agreements;
protection of confidential information in court proceedings; protection of
undisclosed test data against unfair commercial use under Article 39.3;
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and the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism in the context of
undisclosed information. Of special value in this book is the author s farreaching analysis of the controversial emerging field of test data
protection in industrial property. The TRIPS Regime of Antitrust and
Undisclosed Information provides a practical and insightful explanation
of the meaning of the relevant TRIPS provisions, of how they should be
reflected in national law and how courts are expected to enforce them. It
combines an easy-to-follow article-by-article commentary on the TRIPS
Agreement with a theoretical scholarly analysis that makes of it an
invaluable resource to all those who wish to understand industrial
property rights at a deeper level. Lawyers, judges, scholars and
government officials will find an abundance of information and legal
analysis here that will help them identify antitrust issues and solutions to
problems of trade secrets posed by the implementation of the TRIPS
Agreement.
Intellectual Property and Public Health in the Developing World Monirul Azam 2016-05-30
Across the world, developing countries are attempting to balance the
international standards of intellectual property concerning
pharmaceutical patents against the urgent need for accessible and
affordable medicines. In this timely and necessary book, Monirul Azam
examines the attempts of several developing countries to walk this fine
line. He evaluates the experiences of Brazil, China, India, and South
Africa for lessons to guide Bangladesh and developing nations
everywhere. Azam's legal expertise, concern for public welfare, and
compelling grasp of principal case studies make Intellectual Property
and Public Health in the Developing World a definitive work. The
developing world is striving to meet the requirements of the World Trade
Organization's TRIPS Agreement on intellectual property. This book sets
out with lucidity and insight the background of the TRIPS Agreement and
its implications for pharmaceutical patents, the consequences for
developing countries, and the efforts of certain representative nations to
comply with international stipulations while still maintaining local
industry and public health. Azam then brings the weight of this research
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

to bear on the particular case of Bangladesh, offering a number of
specific policy recommendations for the Bangladeshi government—and
for governments the world over. Intellectual Property and Public Health
in the Developing World is a must-read for public policy-makers,
academics and students, non-governmental organizations, and readers
everywhere who are interested in making sure that developing nations
meet the health care needs of their people.
The ACTA and the Plurilateral Enforcement Agenda - Pedro Roffe
2014-11-27
The Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) is the most important
effort undertaken to lay down a plurilateral legal framework for the
enforcement of intellectual property rights. With the view to learn more
about the origins of this treaty, the process leading to its conclusion and
its implications for law making in this field, The ACTA and the
Plurilateral Enforcement Agenda: Genesis and Aftermath analyses in
great depth both the context and the content of the agreements. In order
to attain this objective, a large and diverse group of experts - renowned
scholars, policy makers, civil society and industry actors - who represent
different perspectives on the necessary balance between intellectual
property enforcement and other economic and social interests have been
gathered together. This book is the most comprehensive analysis of
ACTA, and of its relation with ongoing initiatives to improve enforcement
of intellectual property and norms pertaining to a range of international
legal regimes, conducted so far.
WTO - Peter-Tobias Stoll 2009
This commentary covers the entire TRIPs agreement. It adopts a
comparative perspective in highlighting related and similar provisions
and developments in other international and regional instruments.. It is
designed to meet the needs both of the WTO and the intellectual
property community.
Rethinking Food Systems - Nadia C.S. Lambek 2014-01-10
Taking as a starting point that hunger results from social exclusion and
distributional inequities and that lasting, sustainable and just solutions
are to be found in changing the structures that underlie our food
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systems, this book examines how law shapes global food systems and
their ongoing transformations. Using detailed case studies, historical
mapping and legal analysis, the contributors show how various actors
(farmers, civil society groups, government officials, international bodies)
use or could use different legal tools (legislative, jurisprudential, normsetting) on various scales (local, national, regional, global) to achieve
structural changes in food systems. Section 1, Institutionalizing New
Approaches, explores the possibility of institutionalizing social change
through two alternative visions for change – the right to food and food
sovereignty. Individual chapters discuss Vía Campesina’s struggle to
implement food sovereignty principles into international trade law, and
present case studies on adopting food sovereignty legislation in
Nicaragua and right to food legislation in Uganda. The chapters in
Section 2, Regulating for Change, explore the extent to which the
regulation of actors can or cannot change incentives and produce
transformative results in food systems. They look at the role of the state
in regulating its own actions as well as the actions of third parties and
analyze various means of regulating land grabs. The final section,
Governing for Better Food Systems, discusses the fragmentation of
international law and the impacts of this fragmentation on the realization
of human rights. These chapters trace the underpinnings of the current
global food system, explore the challenges of competing regimes of
intellectual property, farmers rights and human rights, and suggest new
modes of governance for global and local food systems. The stakes for
building better food systems are high. Our current path leaves many
behind, destroying the environment and entrenching inequality and
systemic poverty. While it is commonly understood that legal structures
are at the heart of food systems, the legal academy has yet to make a
significant contribution to recent discussions on improving food systems this book aims to fill that gap.
Interpreting and Implementing the TRIPS Agreement - Justin
Malbon 2008-01-01
The chapters in this volume provide insightful analysis and commentary
on TRIPS and, importantly, the TRIPS Plus world that many countries
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

operate in. . . This is a fine contribution to the growing literature of
interdisciplinary analyses of the global IP regime. . . there is enough in
here that makes the book worth acquiring and reading. Scholars of
development more generally will find this book to be useful both for
advancing their own understanding of the global IP regime and for
integrating IP into broader development studies courses they teach.
Kenneth C. Shadlen, Progress in Development Studies This book
considers whether the WTO agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) will become a vehicle for promoting
greater international equity and engagement with the world economy or
a tool for wealthy nations to extract excessive rents from poorer
countries. Can TRIPS garner the necessary degree of legitimacy and
public trust to deliver economic development? Can it become a key
instrument for promoting international health and development? In
response to these questions, the book proposes interpretive possibilities
for the TRIPS text along with implementation strategies to avoid the
threat of its irrelevancy due, amongst other things, to free trade
agreements containing TRIPS-plus terms. The book discusses the impact
of TRIPS from various perspectives, including those of developing
countries. It will be of interest to informed citizens, members of NGOs
and students and academics concerned with the debate about the impact
of TRIPS on access to medicines at affordable prices, the protection of
traditional knowledge, and the alleged neo-colonial effect of net revenue
outflows from developing nations to developed nations for copyright and
patent royalties.
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 2017 - Fabian Amtenbrink
2018-06-21
This Volume of the Netherlands Yearbook of International Law explores
emerging trends and key developments in international economic law. It
examines shifts in the levels of cooperation (from multilateral to
plurilateral, regional or bilateral—or vice versa), and shifts in the forms
of cooperation (new types of actors and instruments). These trends are
analysed both from a conceptual and a practical perspective, with
contributions addressing drivers for change, historical perspectives,
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future developments, and evolutions in specific policy fields. While a
focus on international economic law may certainly not tell the whole
story in relation to shifts in levels and forms of international cooperation,
it does allow for a more detailed analysis of some of the important trends
we currently witness. The Netherlands Yearbook of International Law
was first published in 1970. It offers a forum for the publication of
scholarly articles in a varying thematic area of public international law.
Intellectual Property Rights and Food Security - Michael Blakeney
2009-01-01
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) play an important role in the struggle
for food security and encouraging agricultural research and
development. This book examines these roles as well as the international
relationship between IPRs, agricultural biotechnology, access to
biological resources, food security and globalisation, paying particular
attention to proposals for the protection of Farmers' Rights, traditional
knowledge, GM crops and the impact of competition laws. It proposes a
number of recommendations for action in deploying IPRs in order to
reach greater food security globally.
Global Intellectual Property Protection and New Constitutionalism Jonathan Griffiths 2022-02-14
The constitutionalization of intellectual property law is often framed as a
benign and progressive integration of intellectual property with
fundamental rights. Yet this is not a full or even an adequate picture of
the ongoing constitutionalization processes affecting IP. This collection
of essays, written by international experts and covering a range of
different areas of intellectual property law, takes a broader approach to
the process. Drawing on constitutional theory, and particularly on ideas
of "new constitutionalism", the chapters engage with the complex array
of contemporary legal constraints on intellectual property law-making.
Such constraints arising in international intellectual property law, human
rights law (including human rights protection for right-holders),
investment treaties, and forms of private ordering. This collection aims
to illuminate the complex role of this constitutional framework, by
analysing the overlaps, complementarities, and conflicts between such
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

forms of protection and seeking to establish the effects that this
assemblage of global and regional norms has on legal reform projects
and interpretations of IP law. Some chapters take a broad theoretical
perspective on these processes. Others focus on specific situations in
which the relationship between intellectual property law and broader
constitutional norms is significant. These contexts range from Art 17 of
the EU's Digital Single Market Directive, to the implementation of
harmonized trade secrets protection, from the role of Canada's Charter
of Rights to the impact of the social model of property in Brazil.
The Object and Purpose of Intellectual Property - Susy Frankel 2019
Much of the debate around the parameters of intellectual property (IP)
protection relates to differing views about what IP law is supposed to
achieve. This book analyses the object and purpose of international
intellectual property law, examining how international agreements have
been interpreted in different jurisdictions and how this has led to
diversity in IP regimes at a national level.
A Human Rights Framework for Intellectual Property, Innovation
and Access to Medicines - Joo-Young Lee 2016-03-09
This book examines the relationship between intellectual property in
pharmaceuticals and access to medicines from a human rights
perspective, with a view to contributing to the development of a human
rights framework that can guide States in enacting and implementing
intellectual property law and policy. The study primarily explores
whether conflicts between patents and human rights in the context of
access to medicines are inevitable, or whether patents can be made to
serve human rights. What could be a normative framework that human
rights might provide for patents and innovation? Joo-Young Lee argues
that it is necessary to have a deepened understanding of each of the two
sets of norms that govern this issue, that is, patent law and international
human rights law. The chapters investigate the relevant dimensions of
patent law, and analyse particular human rights bearing upon the issue
of intellectual property and access to medicines. This study will be of
great interest to academic specialists, practitioners or professionals in
the fields of human rights, trade, and intellectual property, as well as
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policy makers, activists, and health professionals across the world
working in intellectual property and human rights.
The Law and Policy of the World Trade Organization - Peter Van den
Bossche 2017-07-27
This fully updated edition of Van den Bossche and Zdouc's marketleading textbook is required reading for World Trade Organization law
students and practitioners.
The Trade Game - Bibek Debroy 2006
Looking at the negotiating strategies of India and several other WTO
members over the years, this volume explores the negotiating scenario
and the concerns for India and other developing countries. The
introduction notes that judging by the experience of Cancun (2003) and
the recent Hong Kong Ministerial (2005), developing countries are fast
emerging as quick learners of the rules of the game, but need to sharpen
those skills further: "It is quite prudent to understand that hidden from
public glare, both the battle and the war will now continue in Geneva,
which is less of a free trade bastion than Hong Kong. It is by now a timehonoured fact that the intensity of liberalisation undertaken at home
makes handling the WTO-induced reforms easier, and the priorities for
Indian policy makers are therefore, obvious. Notwithstanding the WTO
objective, even eleven years after the inception of the multilateral body,
the trade barriers, both in developed and developing countries are quite
significant and unilateral liberalisation is not easily forthcoming.
Although this lack of market access hurt the developing countries much
more severely than their developed counterparts, the former group never
systematically bargained at the negotiating table with the latter before
the Doha Ministerial (2001). Looking at the negotiating strategies of
India and several other WTO members over the years, the nine papers in
this volume explore the current negotiating scenario and the concerns
for India and other developing countries. While some papers attempt to
chalk out the future of global free trade and the determinants of
protectionism of major players, the other ones look into the future of
India's sectoral negotiating strategy.
Sustainable Development Principles in the Decisions of
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

International Courts and Tribunals - Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger
2017-05-08
The 2002 New Delhi Declaration of Principles of International Law
relating to Sustainable Development set out seven principles on
sustainable development, as agreed in treaties and soft-law instruments
from before the 1992 Rio ‘Earth Summit’ UNCED, to the 2002
Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development, to the 2012
Rio UNCSD. Recognition of the New Delhi principles is shaping the
decisions of dispute settlement bodies with jurisdiction over many
subjects: the environment, human rights, trade, investment, and crime,
among others. This book explores the expanding international
jurisprudence incorporating principles of international law on
sustainable development. Through chapters by respected experts, the
volume documents the application and interpretation of these principles,
demonstrating how courts and tribunals are contributing to the world’s
Sustainable Development Goals, by peacefully resolving disputes. It
charts the evolution of these principles in international law from soft law
standards towards recognition as customary law in certain instances,
assessing key challenges to further judicial consideration of the
principles, and discussing, for instance, how their relevance for
compliance and disputes related to the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate
change. The volume provides a unique contribution of great interest to
law and policy-makers, judges, academics, students, civil society and
practitioners concerned with sustainable development and the law,
globally.
Intellectual Property and International Trade: The TRIPS Agreement Carlos M. Correa 2016-06-27
The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) is the most far-reaching and comprehensive legal regime ever
concluded at the multilateral level in the area of intellectual property
rights (IPR). Compared to prior IPR conventions, TRIPS constitutes a
major qualitative leap which radically modifies not only the context in
which IPR are considered internationally, but also their substantive
content and the methods for their enforcement and dispute settlement.
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This much-welcomed treatise, now in its third edition, thoroughly
updates its comprehensive analysis of the substantive provisions of the
Agreement and their actual interpretation and application in different
jurisdictions, with new material on the burgeoning case law and on major
changes in plant variety protection. As in previous editions, the book may
be relied upon for in-depth clarification of such matters as the following:
• standards established under the agreement; • enforcement measures; •
social and legal issues; • legal and policy possibilities offered; •
legislative latitude allowed to WTO Member States; • incorporation of
TRIPS into domestic law; • protection of integrated circuit design; •
protection of innovation and R&D for diseases that disproportionately
affect developing countries; • challenges raised by ongoing technological
changes; • access to medicines; • protection of confidential (undisclosed)
information; and • interface between competition law and intellectual
property protection. With fifteen chapters contributed by a distinguished
panel of experts representing diverse parties — international
organisations, legal practice, government policy, and academia — the
third edition offers an incomparable framework for understanding the
background, principles, and complex provisions of the TRIPS Agreement.
Thoroughly revised and updated, the third edition will be of great value
to all professionals and business people concerned with international
trade. It stimulates further discussion and analysis in this area of
growing importance to international law and international economic
relations, particularly regarding the possibilities offered by the
Agreement and the loose ends that may need consideration in the future
at the national or international level.
Dutfield and Suthersanen on Global Intellectual Property Law - Graham
Dutfield 2020-01-31
A much-anticipated new edition of this acclaimed work on intellectual
property (IP) in its global context. With intelligent and insightful
coverage of IP law from international and comparative perspectives this
second edition has been thoroughly revised and expanded. This unique
textbook presents the main IP rights, identifying their basic features and
tracing their evolution up to the present day by reference to statutes,
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

cases and international treaties.
The Regulation of Services and Intellectual Property - BryanC.
Mercurio 2017-07-05
International rules on trade in services and intellectual property are
?new? additions to the multilateral trading system, but both have played
an important role in the system since their entry. Accompanied by a
detailed introduction, this volume contains essays which cover not only
the law and jurisprudence of these topics but also the underlying
economics and politics behind their incorporation into the multilateral
system and continued prominence. The volume provides readers with a
comprehensive overview of the development of these controversial and
increasingly important areas of international trade law.
WTO Law and Policy - Jae Sundaram 2022-04-12
WTO Law and Policy presents an authoritative account of the emergence
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the basic principles and
institutional law of the WTO. It explores how political economy has
shaped the WTO’s legal philosophy and policies, and provides insights
into how international trade law at the WTO has developed. This
textbook examines the legal obligations of the Member States of the
WTO under the multilateral trade agreements, the legal remedies
available under the rules-based dispute settlement system, and
incorporates the most relevant case laws from WTO’s jurisprudence. It
outlines several key contemporary issues which the WTO faces as well as
areas that need reforming. Each chapter covers a specific topic in
relation to the framework and functionality of the WTO, with particular
focus on the legal aspects of the multilateral trade order. The book is
guided by the legal pronouncements of the Dispute Settlement Body
(Panels and Appellate Body), and the commentaries on the interpretation
of the provisions of the covered agreements. This book is ideal for all
students studying international trade law, including those coming to
international law, international trade law, and WTO law for the first time.
A Global Solution for the Protection of Inventions - Esteban Donoso
2014-04-10
Is the current global legal system for patents really universal, fair, and
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effective? Author Esteban Donoso addresses this question in A Global
Solution for the Protection of Inventions. Sharing the results of an
extensive study, Donoso analyzes the legal nature of intellectual
property, industrial property, and patents and reviews the evolution and
background of the current global legal scenario of the protection of
inventions. The study also identifies the main flaws, strengths, and
virtues of the current system and examines the international instrument
governing patents. Donoso then introduces a corrective action plan and
addresses the compatibility of the proposal in regard to free trade,
technology transfer, and the least possible market distortion. A Global
Solution for the Protection of Inventions seeks to correct the deficiencies
that exist in the current patent system by introducing a differentiated
protection period granted by a patent according to the economic capacity
of each country and demonstrates that this action is necessary to make
the global agreement governing the system just and effective.
Patenting of Pharmaceuticals and Development in Sub-Saharan
Africa - POKU ADUSEI 2012-10-24
This book critically investigates the patent protection of medication in
light of the threats posed by HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis
epidemics to the citizens of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (hereinafter
“SSA” or “Africa”). The book outlines the systemic problems associated
with the prevailing globalized patent regime and the regime’s inability to
promote access to life-saving medication at affordable prices in SSA. It
argues that for pharmaceutical patents to retain their relevance in SSA
countries, human development concepts must be integrated into global
patent law- and policy-making. An integrative approach implies
developing additional public health and human development
exceptions/limitations to the exercise of patent rights with the goal of
scaling up access to medication that can treat epidemics in SSA. By
drawing on multiple perspectives of laws, institutions, practices, and
politics, the book suggests that SSA countries adopt an evidence-based
approach to implementing global patent standards in domestic
jurisdictions. This evidence-based approach would include mechanisms
like local need assessments and the use of empirical data to shape
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

domestic patent law-making endeavors. The approach also implies
revising patent rules and policies with a pro-poor and pro-health
emphasis, so that medication will be more affordable and accessible to
the citizens of SSA countries. It also suggests considering the opinions of
individuals and pro-access institutions in enacting crucial pieces of
health-related statutes in SSA countries. The approach in this book is
sensitive to the public health needs of the citizens affected by epidemics
and to the imperative of building local manufacturing facilities for
pharmaceutical research and development in SSA.
Global Intellectual Property Law - Graham Dutfield 2008-01-01
. . . the book is enlightening for practitioners who are often required to
take into account global considerations when advising clients. . . It would
be of particular interest to policy-makers in the intellectual property
field. Australian Intellectual Property Law Bulletin Dutfield and
Suthersanen have skillfully captured in one concise volume all the
important things you need to know about international intellectual
property law. The materials are accessible, timely, methodically
presented and at times critical. The book s detailed, in-depth and
comparative analyses provide helpful insights into the increasingly
complex international intellectual property system. Global Intellectual
Property Law is not only an effective textbook for students interested in
the subject, but a desktop companion for policymakers and professionals
who need a quick and up-to-date overview of global intellectual property
issues. Peter K. Yu, Drake University, US and Zhongnan University of
Economics and Law, China Today global intellectual property rules affect
everything from poor people s access to essential medicines to farmers
rights in seeds to access to knowledge on the Internet. But at the same
time that pundits declare that intellectual property has come of age, this
body of law is more contested than ever, with critics asking whether
intellectual property is even necessary to stimulate innovation, and
whether and how intellectual property ought to be tailored to address
the health and developmental needs of the global South. Dutfield and
Suthersanen s Global Intellectual Property Law is a timely and lucid
contribution to the field. This tome covers every hot button area of
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international intellectual property law and policy, from debates over the
affect of intellectual property on development, to controversy over
biotechnology and property rights in life, to claims by indigenous people
and developing countries for new property rights in traditional
knowledge. Dutfield and Suthersanen describe the current terrain,
comparing North American, European, and developing world
approaches; much to their credit, they do not shy away from describing
points of tension among global actors. Global Intellectual Property Law is
a must have for scholars and practitioners in the field for whom, I
anticipate, the book will become a trusted and oft-used reference on
their bookshelf. The book is clearly written and engaging enough to be
perfect for students or laypersons interested in acquiring a
comprehensive and critical appraisal of the field. Madhavi Sunder,
University of California, Davis, US Dutfield and Suthersanen have
succeeded in writing an engaging treatise that offers a truly modern
perspective on intellectual property today. With examples from every
continent, from every level of jurisdiction (national, regional,
international), their study covers all the traditional fundamentals of
intellectual property law as well as the current critical interrogations
that their development raises. It is a book with character. Ysolde
Gendreau, Université de Montréal, Canada Global Intellectual Property
Law by Dutfield and Suthersanen provides a broad overview of the issues
at stake concerning fair and effective ways to organize the information
resources upon which the well-being of us all depends. The book
highlights international and comparative perspectives on IP law and
policy. Although primarily targeted at postgraduate level students, the
book is enlightening also for practitioners, and a must-read for all policy
makers and opinion leaders in the IP field. Thomas Dreier, University of
Karlsruhe, Germany Globalisation of trade means that intangible
informational resources are now produced, bartered and consumed
anywhere and everywhere defying jurisdictional borders. Intellectual
property has moved into the mainstream of national economic and
developmental planning; in the recent past it has also emerged as the
central impetus in multilateral
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

Dispute Settlement Reports 2018: Volume 10, Pages 5247 to 5864 World Trade Organization 2020-03-12
The Dispute Settlement Reports are the WTO authorized and paginated
reports in English. They are an essential addition to the library of all
practicing and academic trade lawyers and needed by students
worldwide taking courses in international economic or trade law. DSR
2018: Volume 10 reports on Australia - Certain Measures Concerning
Trademarks, Geographical Indications and Other Plain Packaging
Requirements Applicable to Tobacco Products and Packaging
(WT/DS435, WT/DS441, WT/DS458, WT/DS467) and United States Certain Methodologies and their Application to Anti-Dumping
Proceedings Involving China - Arbitration under Article 21.3(c) of the
DSU (WT/DS471).
Intellectual Property Objectives in International Investment Agreements Upreti, Pratyush N. 2022-10-13
This timely book reconciles the competing objectives of intellectual
property and international investment agreements. Throughout, Pratyush
Nath Upreti examines the issues arising from recent intellectual property
disputes in investment arbitration from the perspectives of national and
international legal orders, providing a normative analysis to resolve the
tension brought by intellectual property and investor-state dispute
settlement interactions.
A Neofederalist Vision of TRIPS - Graeme B. Dinwoodie 2012-05-31
The TRIPS Agreement (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights), introduced intellectual property protection
into the World Trade Organization's multilateral trading system for the
first time. This book examines its interpretation, its impact on the
creative environment, and much more.
International Intellectual Property in an Integrated World
Economy - Frederick M. Abbott 2019-02-07
International Intellectual Property in an Integrated World Economy,
Fourth Edition by Frederick M. Abbott, Thomas Cottier, and Francis
Gurry, provides a comprehensive treatment of the international
intellectual property system across the spectrum of intellectual property
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rights and interests. It introduces the institutional architecture at the
multilateral, regional/plurilateral, bilateral and national levels. For each
form of IP, it addresses the technical legal rules and illustrative
jurisprudence, as well as economic and social welfare implications. Each
of the authors has played a role in the development and implementation
of the international rules, and they bring their experience to bear in
introducing students to the field. New to the Fourth Edition: The latest
developments in bilateral and regional agreements regulating
intellectual property, including NAFTA 2.0 (USMCA), CPTPP, and CETA
Important new judicial decisions, including the U.S. Supreme Court
decision adopting international exhaustion of patents and CJEU decisions
addressing trademarks, geographical indications, and copyright
Developments in IP and human rights; IP and competition law; and IP
and health The WTO panel report in the Australia-Tobacco case
Professors and students will benefit from: An approach to the
international IP system that situates the rules within the broader context
of international law and the public policy objectives that governments,
industry, and interest groups are seeking to achieve Case law from
international dispute settlement bodies, as well as from national and
regional courts Discussion of patent, trademark, geographical indication,
copyright, design, trade secret, and data protection; as well as plant
variety protection, protection of genetic resources and traditional
knowledge, and the role of open source An explanation of the new
European Union Unitary Patent system Exploration of the increasingly
important role of emerging market IP systems Materials to help students
understand the disputes between the United States and China involving
IP, investment, and transfer of technology Inclusion of important
jurisprudential developments
The Future of Intellectual Property - Daniel J. Gervais 2021-05-28
This forward-looking book examines the issue of intellectual property (IP)
law reform, considering both the reform of primary IP rights, and the
impact of secondary rights on such reforms. It reflects on the distinction
between primary and secondary rights, offering new international
perspectives on IP reform, and exploring both the intended and
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

unintended consequences of changing primary rights or adding
secondary rights.
The Princeton Encyclopedia of the World Economy. (Two volume
set) - Kenneth A. Reinert 2010-08-02
Increasing economic globalization has made understanding the world
economy more important than ever. From trade agreements to offshore
outsourcing to foreign aid, this two-volume encyclopedia explains the key
elements of the world economy and provides a first step to further
research for students and scholars in public policy, international studies,
business, and the broader social sciences, as well as for economic policy
professionals. Written by an international team of contributors, this
comprehensive reference includes more than 300 up-to-date entries
covering a wide range of topics in international trade, finance,
production, and economic development. These topics include concepts
and principles, models and theory, institutions and agreements, policies
and instruments, analysis and tools, and sectors and special issues. Each
entry includes cross-references and a list of sources for further reading
and research. Complete with an index and a table of contents that groups
entries by topic, The Princeton Encyclopedia of the World Economy is an
essential resource for anyone who needs to better understand the global
economy. Features: ? More than 300 alphabetically arranged articles on
topics in international trade, finance, production, and economic
development International team of contributors Annotated list of further
reading with each article Topical list of entries Full index and crossreferences Entry categories and sample topics: ? Concepts and
principles: globalization, anti-globalization, fair trade, foreign direct
investment, international migration, economic development,
multinational enterprises Models and theory: Heckscher-Ohlin model,
internalization theory, New Trade Theory, North-South trade, Triffin
dilemma Institutions and agreements: European Union, International
Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization, World Bank, Doha Round,
international investment agreements Policies and instruments: dollar
standard, international aid, sanctions, tariffs Analysis and tools:
exchange rate forecasting, effective protection, monetary policy rules
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Sectors and special issues: child labor, corporate governance, the digital
divide, health and globalization, illegal drugs trade, petroleum, steel
Intellectual Property Overlaps - Estelle Derclaye 2011-05-11
Intellectual property rights, conventionally seen as quite distinct, are
increasingly overlapping with one another. There are several reasons for
this: the expansion of IPRs beyond their traditional borders, the creation
of new IPRs especially at EU level, the exploitation of gaps in the law by
shrewd lawyers, and the use of unfair competition as an alternative when
IPRs are either not available at all or expired. The convergence of several
IPRs on the same subject-matter poses problems. As they are normally
envisaged as water-tight categories, there are very few rules which cater
for the sort of regime clash that any overlap of IPRs necessarily entails.
This book's aim is to find appropriate rules to regulate overlaps and
thereby avoid regime conflicts and undue unstructured expansion of
IPRs. The book studies the practical consequences of each overlap at the
international, European and national levels (where the laws of France,
the UK and Germany are reviewed). It then analyses the reasons for the
prohibition or authorisation of overlaps. This analysis enables the
determination of criteria and principles that can be used to (re)map the
overlaps to achieve appropriateness and legitimacy.
Resource Book on TRIPS and Development - United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 2005
The Resource Book, conceived as a practical guide to the TRIPS
Agreement, provides detailed analysis of each of its provisions, aiming at
a sound understanding of WTO Members' rights and obligations.
Test Tubes for Global Intellectual Property Issues - Susy Frankel
2015-07-02
Small market economies provide a valuable insight into how a country
might balance competing interests in global intellectual property. As
developed countries that are also net-importers of intellectual property,
small market economies have similar concerns to some developing
countries. This duality of developed and developing country interests has
resulted in some innovative ways of calibrating laws so that they both
support national economic and social needs and honour international
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

commitments. In this book, Susy Frankel uses examples from the small
market economies of Singapore, New Zealand and Israel to address
global intellectual property issues. Those issues include approaching
treaty interpretation to both assist in implementation of obligations and
utilisation of flexibilities, and effective dispute resolution; the links
between trade and innovation; when and how patent and copyright law
can be flexible; the importance of trade marks to small businesses;
parallel importing; and the protection of traditional knowledge.
Rethinking Copyright for Sustainable Human Development - Sileshi
Bedasie Hirko 2021-11-26
This book explores the interface between copyright and higher
education, and their complementarities for the advancement of
sustainable human development. In its broader sense, the concept of
human development is noted as a set of freedoms and human capabilities
that are essential for human flourishing. Adopting a rights-based human
development and capability approach (HDCA), this book primarily
examines the relevant policy and legal flexibilities under the existing
international copyright system, and their implications for access to
knowledge required for creative innovation and higher education.
Exploring the interfaces between copyright and higher education, this
book argues that an unbalanced and restrictive copyright system
impedes reasonable access to knowledge, and stifles creative and
learning freedoms or capabilities. In effect, a restrictive copyright system
results in serious ramifications for sustainable human development. In
view of its findings, this book underscores the need for rethinking
copyright and reframing its relevant flexibilities as users' rights that are
vital for promoting creative and learning capabilities towards sustainable
human development. Further, the book emphasizes the
complementarities between copyright and higher education, and their
joint roles for sustainable human development. Given its application of
the HDCA to explore ranges of interlinked topics, this book will be of a
great interest to researchers across the fields of intellectual property
law, innovation, global development, human rights, and higher
education.
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Framing Intellectual Property Law in the 21st Century - Rochelle Cooper
Dreyfuss 2018-10-18
The book describes how intellectual property law is framed by theories
about incentives, trade, health, development, and human rights.
Environment and Trade - Nathalie Bernasconi-Osterwalder 2012-08-21
International trade rules have significant impacts on environmental law
and policy, at the domestic, regional and global levels. At the World
Trade Organization (WTO), dispute settlement tribunals are increasingly
called to decide on environment- and health-related questions. Can
governments treat products differently based on environmental
considerations? Can they block the import of highly carcinogenic
asbestos-containing products or genetically modified crops? Does the
WTO allow governments to protect dolphins or endangered sea turtles
through the use of import restrictions on certain products? How can civil
society participate in WTO dispute settlement? This Guide, authored by
five world leaders on international environmental and trade law at the
Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL), is an accessible,
comprehensive, one-of-a-kind compendium of environment and trade
jurisprudence under the WTO. Providing an overview for both experts
and non-experts of the major themes relevant to environment and trade,
it also analyses how WTO tribunals have approached these themes in
concrete disputes and provides selected excerpts of the most significant
cases.
The WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights - Justin Malbon 2014-01-31
This Commentary on the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) provides a detailed textual analysis
of TRIPS _ a pivotal international agreement on intellectual property
rights. TRIPS sets minimum standards
The TRIPS Agreement - Daniel J. Gervais 2003
This work provides practitioners with in-depth, article-by-article analysis
of the TRIPS Agreement. For each article it describes the evolution of the
provision and its negotiating history, difficulties in its interpretation and
application, and the key points practitioners must consider in their work.
the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

In addition, it examines the history and context of the Agreement and
assesses its likely impact on the future development of the international
intellectual property framework.
The Structure of Intellectual Property Law - Annette Kur 2011-01-01
In 2009, the Association for the Advancement of Teaching and Research
in Intellectual Property (ATRIP) dedicated its yearly congress to the
theme Horizontal Issues in IP Law; Uncovering the Matrix. That theme
and the main concern of the so-called Intellectual Property of Transition
Project have been brought together by the editors of the current book
under the intriguing title The Structure of Intellectual Property Law
Questioned, is whether the apparent compartmentalisation and
fragmentation of actual intellectual property law can be based upon a
coherent system that supports the entire field. In other words: it is
questioned whether one organising principle which underlies the
different parts of this domain of law can be found. Not surprisingly, the
answers given by the various experts that contribute to this book tend to
differ, mainly depending on their field of interest: copyright law, patent
law, trademark law, the main tendency being in favour of tailoring
instead of unifying both from the perspective of efficiency and that of
economics. However, even more interesting than the answers to the
question posed, are the stimulating and thought-provoking analyses
which the book offers. This is really a book one should read if one is
interested in the conjunction of the basic principles of intellectual
property law and how they work out in practice. Willem Grosheide,
Utrecht University, The Netherlands Today, intellectual property is a
broad genus embracing various more specific species - invention patents,
copyright, trade marks and so forth. Anyone concerned with how this
ever-expanding grouping is developing should read the fourteen essays
in this book. Written by leading scholars, they tackle not only the
relationships between the species, but also those between sub-species.
Originally presented as papers to the Association for Teaching and
Research in IP, the writing is both subtle and full of verve. Strongly
recommended. William Cornish, Cambridge University, UK This wellresearched and highly topical book analyses whether the ever-increasing
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degree of sophistication in intellectual property law necessarily leads to
fragmentation and inconsistency, or whether the common principles
informing the system are sustainable enough to offer a solid and resilient
framework for legal development.
Intellectual Property Law and Human Rights - Paul Torremans
2020-06-08
Intellectual Property Law and Human Rights Fourth Edition Edited by
Paul L.C. Torremans Once regarded as a niche topic, the nexus of
intellectual property and human rights now lies in the eye of the storm
that is today’s global economy. In this expanded new edition of the preeminent work in this crucial area of legal theory and practice – with nine
completely new chapters – well-known authorities in both intellectual
property law and human rights law present an in-depth analysis and
discussion of essential and emerging issues in the convergence of
intellectual property law and human rights law. The fourth edition is fully
updated to address current matters as diverse as artificial intelligence,
climate change, and biotechnological materials, all centred on the
relations between intellectual property and freedom of expression and
the fundamental right to privacy in an intellectual property environment.
The contributors address such topics as the following and more: the

the-objectives-and-principles-of-the-trips-agreement

status of copyright as a fundamental right; fair use, transformative use,
and the US First Amendment; intellectual property in the jurisprudence
of the European Court of Human Rights; freedom to receive and impart
information under the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights; how to
mitigate the risks article 17 of Directive 2019/970 poses to freedom of
expression; fair dealing defences; algorithmic copyright enforcement and
free speech; developing a right to privacy for corporations; expanding
the role of morality and public policy in European patent law; and ethical
and religious concerns over patenting biotechnological inventions. As
human rights issues continue to arise in an intellectual property context,
practitioners, academics, and policymakers in both fields will continue to
recognize and use this well-established cornerstone work in the debate
as a springboard to the future development of the ever more prominent
interface of intellectual property and human rights.
The Media, the Public and Agricultural Biotechnology - Dominique
Brossard
This book reviews the literature on communication about biotechnology.
Other books deal with this topic, however this book with the use of case
studies, looks at public opinion data, communication theory, and
international examples; to provide a complementary overview of how the
public sees this controversial topic.
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